Japanese artist Isao Hashimoto has created a beautiful, undeniably scary time-lapse map of the 2053 nuclear explosions which have taken place between 1945 and 1998. This is intense to watch. Takes a bit of patience but it is a beautiful piece of work. Highly recommend.

One of the important videos of our time.

There were a lot of tests when my mother was pregnant with me. Ugh.

If hate is something genetic, and there is no control over what ever hatred is, then maybe there is a need for one, 800 years with nature versus nurture, it would be really funny watching the royal symbol running back to Germany, to hide under a rock.....(....London bridge is falling down falling down....)

It's time to use less energy, and make our energy come from solar, wind and geothermal.

Just think of the health effects worldwide of all those tests -- given the lag time of diagnosis and the half-life of radioactive isotopes, not to speak of the genetic damage passed down, we will be living with the deadly effects of those tests for decades.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LLCF7vPanY&NR=1
He must've done some pretty good research!

ArthurSemko 1 day ago

Well, this proves it. America is the most destructive and violent country worldwide. Not the people, just the country and government. CIA and FBI, y'know.

WowOmgStudios 2 days ago

It's like watching the score of a video game. Nuclear Win, Earth Lose.

wilwilBB 2 days ago

How many bombs do these idiots have to explode before they find their dicks?

echomedia 2 days ago